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appropriate measures to cause Libya to cease its terrorist

U.S. fears new terror

policies."
"Qaddafi and Libya," he said, "do retain the capability
to commit terrorist acts, and we want them to be fully

strikes by Qaddafi

aware that our policy is unchanged, and we will do what
we can to prevent them, and be prepared to take the nec

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Vernon Walters

essary steps, either before or after these

will go to Europe soon to renew U.S. pressure for sanc

order to ensure they don't happen again."

committed in

are

tions against Muammar Qaddafi, amid reports that the

A senior administration official, responding to ques

Libyan leader may be plotting new terror attacks, accord

tions about a Wall Street Journal article which alleged that

ing to a senior U.S. administration official. Walters "will

Qaddafi was planning some major �rrorist action, de
intel

be talking about diplomatic and economic initiatives against

clined to make any specific predictions. "There

Libya, renewing our position that san�tions should be

ligence reports, many of which we� referred to in the

imposed," the official said.

Wall Street Journal article," he said. "They were printed

are

Larry Speakes, the White House press spokesman,

in the Wall Street Journal article without any reference to

told reporters in Los Angeles on Aug. 27 that no timetable

the level of credibility. Intelligence reports come in that

or itinerary would be released for the Walters mission, but

have varying levels of credibility. . . . But obviously, we

at the highest level

do have intelligence reports that Qaddafi has not been

since January, and follow a declaration by European Com

deterred in his efforts to commit terrorist activities, but

noted that the allied consultations

are

munity foreign ministers in April, the Tokyo Summit in

once again, how imminent, or all that, I just don't have

May, and the withdrawal of U.S. companies from Libya.

the weight to give to one report or the other. . . .

The talks "will cover the full range of political, economic,

"There is hard evidence that the Libyan government

and diplomatic measures we or the allies have been taking,

has been involved in planning and attempting to execute

jointly and individually."

terrorist acts; that they have not-since the U.S. bombing;

Speakes announced, "Our policy toward Libyan ter
rorism is unequivocal and unchanged: We will employ all

and that they have not been deterred in their goal of com
mitting terrorist acts on a worldwide basis."

Indicating that Moscow is about to make a major political

before being arrested. On Aug. 26, Speaker of the Parliament

shift in the Gulf war, has been the reception the Soviet Union

Rafsanjani warned that unless the pilgrims were released,

extended to Iranian emissaries in recent weeks. In the first

Iran would launch "counter actions against Saudi Arabia."

week of August, Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister Mehdi

According to intelligence sources, the backbone of such

Larijani spent over a week in Moscow. The talks, which were

policies has been a recent reorganization of the Soviet South

held at all levels of the Soviet leadership, omitting only

ern Front Military Command in Tashkent and Kabul, which

Gorbachov himself, were concluded by a spectacular recon

has direct responsibilities for the Middle East and Gulfthea

ciliation on the issue of Afghanistan, whih had been for years

ter. General Mikhail Zaitsev, formerly Commander in Chief

an issue of conflict.

of the Soviet forces in Germany, has been moved to Tash

Larijani agreed that "our views do not converge. How

kent. Meanwhile Army General Ivan Tretyak, formerly of
experi

ever, the Afghan problem is purely internal, to be solved by

the Far East Command, is now in Kabul. Both

the Afghans themselves." On Aug. 16, Iranian oil minister

enced combat officers, and have worked closely together

Aqazadeh followed suit in Moscow. By Aug. 20, it was made

since the late 1960s in Byelorussia.

are

known that the Iranian envoy had renewed the late 1970s'

Suchlop military appointments are of crucial importance,

Soviet-Iranian oil and gas agreement, which will be reacti

as Moscow is building its own military machine in Syria. As

vated by December 1986. Additionally, Aqazadeh stressed

of Aug. 22, it was reported that Syria had begun receiving

that a "defense cooperation" agreement had been "agreed

deliveries of its first units of the advanced MiG-29 jet aircraft.

upon." Iranian official sources indicated it would involve

Western intelligence observers also spotted launching pads

increased delivery of Soviet military spare parts and mate

for the SS-23 ground-to-ground missile which had a 600

rials.

kilometer range.

Strengthened by Moscow, Iran has been massing millions

None of these weapons had ever before been delivered

of its soldiers at Iraq's borders for an early September offen

outside of the Soviet bloc. Deliveries of such weapons under

sive. There have been indications that Teheran may be will

line Moscow's commitment to help Syria to launch an offen

ing to go further than usual in such attacks. On Aug. 10,

sive against Israel during the next twe> months. An increased

hundreds of Iranian pilgrims staged demonstrations in Mecca

direct Soviet military presence in Syria is to be expected.
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